Introducing:

EMBLEMATIC

Leadership Development Coaching for becoming a

Conscious, Connected Executive
The Emblematic program is unlike typical coaching and executive development. It is based on the premise that every major decision
leaders make should be emblematic of the vision and values that guide them and their organization. Participants work with their
coach both one on one and in a cohort of peer-to-peer learning to clarify that vision and values, and to identify the key decisions
that will allow them to generate growth, impact, distinction and advantage. They will also master key concepts behind stakeholder
engagement, ESG, DEI and CSR. And they will create personal and professional impact plans with clear objectives and strategies
setting them up to succeed as leaders in purpose-driven organizations – as conscious, connected executives.

The six month program includes:

Participants will leave with:
Sign up by

Two on-on-one coaching sessions with
Andy each month
One facilitated peer-to-peer learning
circle per month
Access to unlimited additional coaching
and support
Readings and course materials on ESG,
CSR and DEI
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Personal and professional impact plans
Mastery of the key concepts in ESG,
CSR and DEI
New relationships with diverse,
dynamic peers
Conﬁdence and competence to be
conscious, connected executives

Past Emblematic Participants Came From These Great Companies and Many More

"This coaching and peer to peer process helped me get important pieces into alignment.
It gave me conﬁdence and the tools to go to a new level of impact."

“Andy is never formulaic. He listens deeply with genuine investment in understanding.
“I have been consistently energized by my experiences and time with Andy.”

About Andy

About Emblem Strategic:

An experienced coach, advisor and connector, Andy's
focus empowering leaders to achieve impact,
distinction and advantage for their organizations. His
decades of work in business, government and the nonproﬁt sector and has been recognized by the NAACP,
the Anti-Defamation League and the Alliance for
Business Leadership. He has been chief executive and
a founder, built companies and non-proﬁts, coached
CEOs, conducted civil rights investigations, and has a
reputation for putting in the work and bringing people
together.

We are a results-oriented strategic
coaching and advisory ﬁrm with a
specialty in empowering leaders to
achieve impact, distinction and
advantage. Our focus on diversity,
equity and inclusion is delivering
results in the form of proven
excellence. The partnerships we help
create drive key measurable
outcomes.

